EYSA
Session Planner
principle:

ONE TOUCH FINISHING

Team: U8/U9

coach:

date:

training objectives:
technical:

tactical:

mental:

DEVELOP ONE TOUCH
FINISHING TECHNIQUE.

DEVELOP DECSION MAKING
ON TYPE OF FINISH, AND
ADJUSTMENT TO FINISH.

CONFIDENCE. CREATIVITY. CHANGE OF SPEED. POWER.
BALANCE.

exercise 1:

Physical:

Warm Up

coaching points

Work to rest ratio:

15 mins total. 4 x 3 mins : 45 sec rest

dimensions:

Four 15 x 10 yard grids.

Close control, use variety of surfaces.
Keep head up.
Creativity / imagination.
Changes of speed and direction.
key questions

instructions/rules
Have group work through each station.
A - Individual dribbling, dribble to corner cone, perform skill to turn and then dribble to
open corner and repeat.
B - Dribble through gates working on change of direction & speed as you travel through
gate.
C - "Freestyle" players work on any skills, juggling etc. they want.
D - Players dribble and perform skill move to beat cone i.e. scissors / chops etc.

exercise 2:

How can you use your body to add more
deception to skill moves?

Exploration Game

coaching points

Work to rest ratio:

20 mins total. 8 x 2 mins : 30 second rest

dimensions:

15 x 10 yard field (set up two working groups)

key questions

Set up two working groups to maximize activity and repetitions.
1 - Shooting player has two players to the side to play a give and go with and
then shoot on goal one touch. After shooting, player rotates with player who
they passed to.
2 - Shooting player plays pass to one of players by the goal, receives a pass
back and shoots one touch on goal. Rotate with player they passed to.
Add competition i.e. who can score most in 2 minutes etc.

What is good a surface to finish one
touch and why?

Execution Game

coaching points

Work to rest ratio:

20 mins total. 6 x 3 mins : 30 seconds rest

dimensions:

25 x 20 yards

diagram

Approach to finish - timing of movement, angle of approach.
Use of deception.
Awareness of keepers position.
Decision making on type of finish.

key questions

instructions/rules

Play 2v2 or 3v3 with bumper players.
If a goal is scored via a one touch finish goal counts as 2.
Every time goal is scored, conceding team switch with
bumper players.

exercise 4:

diagram

Stride pattern for finish.
Head up to see keepers position.
Deception in finish.
Power vs placement.
Inside of foot to pass ball into goal / curl ball into goal.
Head and shoulders over the ball.

instructions/rules

exercise 3:

diagram

How do keep ball low when
finishing one touch?

Autonomous Game

coaching points

Work to rest ratio:

20 mins total. 3 x 6 min games: 1 min rest

dimensions:

30 x 30 yards

Spatial awareness, change of direction and speed to create
finish.
Decision making on finish depending on pressure and space.
Use of deception.
Creativity in finish.

key questions

instructions/rules

4 goal scrimmage.
Play 3v3 with 2 keepers each and each team has two goals
on adjacent sides of area.
Goals from one touch finish count double.
Rotate keepers every 3 mins.

What do you need to set up one
touch finish?
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